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What we do 

Under the terms of the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006, as amended 

(“the Act”), we examine the manner in which non-criminal complaints about the police have been dealt 

with. 

How we do it 
First, we obtain the relevant information from the police and the applicant. We then use this to 

review how the complaint was dealt with by the police and we reach a conclusion on whether the 

complaint was handled to a reasonable standard. In carrying out our review, we consider factors 

such as: 

 

 whether the police carried out sufficient enquiries into the complaint; 

 whether the police response to the complaint was supported by the material information 

available; 

 whether the police adhered to the relevant policies, procedures and legal provisions in dealing 

with the complaint; 

 whether the police response was adequately reasoned; and 

 where the complaint resulted in the police identifying measures to improve their service, that 

these measures were adequate and implemented. 

 

Finally, where we deem appropriate, we give reconsideration directions, make recommendations 
and identify learning points for the police. 
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Executive Summary 

The complaints in this case arose following a report to Police Scotland of the attempted theft of a quad 

bike. 

 

The Complaints 

We have reviewed the handling of four complaints, namely:  

 

1. that an officer did not fully explain to the applicant the reason why he was to attend at the 

police station on 5 April 2017 as the applicant was not aware he was going to be interviewed 

and charged; 

2. that the applicant was advised by the officer that he should not go looking for his neighbours 

sheep on neighbouring property and if he did, this would bring trouble to his door;  

3. that, a year prior to the applicant being interviewed, an officer did not tell him the real reason 

she was attending at his neighbours property; and 

4. that the officer investigating the matter was not impartial as she was friends with the 

applicant’s neighbours on social media. 

 

Police Scotland’s Decision 

Police Scotland did not uphold any of the applicant’s complaints. 

 

Our Findings 

We have found that Police Scotland handled complaints 2 and 3 to a reasonable standard but not 

complaints 1 and 4.  

Consequently, we have given a reconsideration direction and made a recommendation to address 

the shortcomings we have identified in Police Scotland’s handling of complaints 1 and 4. 

Our reconsideration direction and recommendation should be implemented by Police Scotland 

within two months of the date of this report.  
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Background 

The applicant is a farmer and states that since 2015, there have been various incidences of sheep 

being stolen from his land and the surrounding farm lands. The applicant believes that his 

neighbour Mr A has been involved in the thefts. Constable B was one of the enquiry officers 

investigating reports of thefts of sheep in the area. 

 

Following a report by Mr A on 12 April 2016 of attempted theft of a quad bike, Constable B and 

Sergeant C attended at Mr A’s property on 18 April 2016 where it was established that the quad 

bike was kept in an outbuilding at the farm and while there was no forced entry to the premises, 

the quad bike appeared to have been tampered with. The applicant was contacted by Constable B 

and asked to attend at the police station on 5 April 2017. Following this interview, Constable B 

issued the applicant with a Recorded Police Warning (“RPW”) for an offence under section 38 of 

the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010. 

 

The applicant complained to Police Scotland in person on 4 April 2019 and his complaints were 

allocated to Sergeant D for investigation. A statement was noted from the applicant and heads of 

complaint were agreed on 19 April 2019. 

 

The applicant received a written response to his complaints dated 11 June 2019 from Chief 

Inspector E. 

 

Complaint 1 

The applicant complained that Constable B did not fully explain to him the reason why he was called 

to attend at the police station on 5 April 2017; in particular he was not aware he would be interviewed 

and subsequently charged.  

 

Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 1 (not upheld by the police) 

The response summarised the applicant’s and Constable B’s versions of events respectively. 

Chief Inspector E described, that according to the applicant, Constable B contacted him by 

telephone to attend at the police station as she wished to speak to him in connection with incidents 

which had occurred in the applicant’s area. Chief Inspector E stated that the applicant said he was 

then detained and interviewed under caution on arrival.  

 

In respect of Constable B’s account, Chief Inspector E stated that “she explained the nature of her 

enquiry” and asked the applicant to attend at the police station “to be interviewed in respect of this 

incident”, which Constable B stated the applicant agreed to.  

  

In making his determination, Chief Inspector E stated that he was in possession of conflicting 

accounts as to whether or not Constable B explained the reason why the applicant was requested 

to attend and be interviewed. Chief Inspector E stated that there was no information to support 

either the applicant’s or Constable B’s accounts and accordingly, he was unable to determine 

which was more credible and consequently, he could not uphold the complaint. Chief Inspector E 
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went on to explain that the standard of proof applied to non-criminal complaints was ‘the balance 

of probabilities’ test which dictates that a complaint should not be upheld in cases where the 

evidence was equally weighted. 

 

Our Review of Complaint 1  

Having assessed the statements provided by the applicant and Constable B, we can confirm the 

response accurately reflects their respective version of events. The crime report supports that 

Constable B was the investigating officer in respect of the report of attempted theft made on 12 

April 2016 albeit, Constable B did not elaborate in her statement to the complaint enquiry as to 

which “enquiry” and “incident” she was specifically referring to when she explained that she asked 

the applicant to attend for questioning. This should have been clarified during the enquiry and is a 

significant shortcoming. The lack of details in Constable B’s account as to what exactly she said to 

the applicant when he was invited to attend at the police office, undermines the outcome of this 

complaint enquiry. The applicant was involved with police enquiries for almost 2 years in relation 

to allegations of theft of sheep from his farm. The crux of this complaint is that Constable B did not 

provide the applicant with sufficient details about the purpose of his attendance, specifically that 

he was to be interviewed under caution as a suspect and, given his previous involvement with the 

police, he assumed that the meeting was in relation to the incidences of sheep theft.  

 

The complaint enquiry did not seek to obtain an account from Constable G who was present 

during the police interview alongside the applicant and Constable B but has since retired, nor did 

the complaint enquiry seek to obtain the recording of the interview, if one exists, to ascertain 

whether the applicant raised the same issues about being uninformed or potentially misled by 

Constable B prior to the interview. Furthermore, it appears that this police enquiry started as an 

allegation of attempted theft of a quad bike, however following the interview, the crime report 

recorded that the applicant gave “a full and accountable version of events”, and the applicant was 

charged with contravention of Section 38 of Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010. 

Section 38 offences relate to threatening and abusive behaviour, which is clearly different in its 

nature to the common law crime of theft. The complaint enquiry did not establish whether this 

significant change in the nature of police enquiry was the cause of the applicant’s dissatisfaction. 

 

In these circumstances, we conclude that insufficient enquiry has been carried out into this 

complaint. Accordingly, we consider that this complaint was not handled to a reasonable standard.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 1 

We conclude that Police Scotland did not handle this complaint to a reasonable standard. 

 

We recommend that a further account is sought from Constable B taking cognisance of our 

observations; namely this should establish details of what information was given to the 

applicant prior to his attendance at the police station, specifically addressing the crux of the 

applicant’s complaint. The applicant should thereafter be provided with a fresh response 

which: details the enquiries undertaken, clearly states whether the complaint is upheld or not, 

and provides an explanation for the conclusions reached.  
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Complaint 2 

The applicant complained that Constable B advised him that he should not go looking for his 

neighbours sheep on Mr A’s property as this would bring trouble to his door.  

 

The applicant added that following this exchange with Constable B, he was advised on another 

occasion by Constable F that it was fine to go and look for the missing sheep on Mr A’s farm.  

 

Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 2 (not upheld by the police) 

Chief Inspector E set out the respective positions of the applicant, Constable B, Sergeant C and 

Constable F in respect of their interactions with the applicant.  

 

Chief Inspector E stated that Constable B said that she attended at Mr A’s property in relation to 

the attempted theft of a quad bike on 18 April 2016 and the applicant was a suspect in that regard. 

Constable B informed that after the applicant said he was looking for sheep she advised him not to 

attend Mr A’s farm as they were dealing with a criminal complaint, while noting that there was an 

ongoing investigation into the theft of sheep. Chief Inspector E stated that from Constable B’s 

perspective, she provided the advice to maintain order. 

 

In respect of Sergeant C’s account, Chief Inspector E stated that Constable B had observed the 

applicant driving away from the direction of Mr A’s farm and he recalled Constable B informing the 

applicant that an attempted theft was being investigated and it may be in the applicant’s interests 

to stay away in order to avoid any further allegations. 

 

As regards what Constable F had stated to the applicant, Chief Inspector E explained that his 

recollection of their conversations primarily related to the police’s authority to conduct searches 

without a warrant. Chief Inspector E stated that Constable F said: he would have acknowledged 

that the public have a right to roam over Mr A’s farmland; he did not recall informing the applicant 

that it was fine for the applicant to enter the neighbours farm to look for his sheep; he discouraged 

the applicant from approaching the farmer and the suspect to avoid confrontation and potentially 

compromise the investigation. 

 

Chief Inspector E thereafter highlighted that under section 20 of the Police and Fire Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2012, officers had a duty to: 

 

 Prevent and detect crime; 

 Maintain order; and 

 Protect life and property 

 

Chief Inspector E concluded from the information available that, as the applicant was a named 

suspect in connection with the attempted theft of a quad bike, he was advised by officers not to 

enter Mr A’s farm in an attempt to maintain order and prevent criminality. For this reason, Chief 

Inspector E stated that the advice given was appropriate and accordingly, he did not uphold the 

complaint. 
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Our Review of Complaint 2 

Having assessed the statements provided by the applicant and the officers concerned, we 

consider that they have been accurately reflected by Chief Inspector E in the response.  

 

While Constable B stated that she could not recall the specific words conveyed to the applicant, 

she accepted that she did inform the applicant not to attend at Mr A’s property and provided her 

rationale for doing so. In that regard, we have viewed the crime report in connection with the 

attempted theft of a quad bike and this substantiates that the applicant was named as someone 

who was in the area at the time of the reported incident. Constable B’s explanation is further 

supported by Sergeant C. 

 

In respect of the applicant’s contention that he was informed by Constable F that he was in fact 

able to attend at Mr A’s farm, Constable F elaborated that the conversations took place with the 

applicant and another of the applicant’s neighbours after they intimated their intentions to visit Mr 

A’s farm. Constable F said that while he informed them he could not prevent them from going, he 

advised them to avoid confrontation. The crux of the applicant’s complaint however is his 

dissatisfaction with the advice provided by Constable B. The response in that regard is supported 

by the available evidence, Chief Inspector E has accurately reflected the relevant legal provisions 

and the conclusion is adequately reasoned. As such, we are satisfied that the complaint was 

handled to a reasonable standard. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Complaint 3 

The applicant complained that Constable B did not tell him the real reason she was attending at Mr 

A’s farm on 18 April 2016, a year prior to issuing the applicant with the RPW. Constable B informed 

the applicant that this was in relation to attempted theft of a quad bike but the applicant believes Mr A 

contacted police. 

 

Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 3 (not upheld by the police) 

In his response, Chief Inspector E stated that Constable B denied that she had not been honest 

with the applicant and stated that when she attended the property on 18 April 2016, she informed 

the applicant she was making enquiry into the attempted theft of a quad bike. Chief Inspector E 

explained that Sergeant C who attended with Constable B, supported that this was the reason 

conveyed by Constable B to the applicant. Chief Inspector E stated that Sergeant C said he was 

not aware of Mr A contacting Constable B at any point prior to the incident. 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 2 

We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard. 

 

No further action is required in this connection. 
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Chief Inspector E went on to quote details of the reported theft, as recorded on the incident log 

dated 12 April 2016. Chief Inspector E thereafter concluded the complaint by stating: 

 

 “Having considered the information available to me, I am in possession of conflicting 

 accounts in relation to whether [Constable B] told you the truth as to why she was at [the 

 named farm]. I am not in possession of any information which supports your account, 

 however the accounts from both [Constable B] and [Sergeant C] support one another in 

 which they both report that [Constable B] told you that they attended [named farm] to 

 investigate the attempted theft of a quad bike. In addition, a member of the public reported 

 an attempted theft of a quad bike from the farm on the 12th April 2016, which confirms that 

 an incident of this nature had been reported. Having applied the balance of probabilities test 

 to the available information, I am unable to uphold this complaint.” 

 

Our Review of Complaint 3 

From our review of the statements provided by the officers, we can confirm that Constable B’s 

position that she informed the applicant she was in attendance at the property on 18 April 2016 

due to an attempted quad bike theft, is supported by Sergeant C. Further, the incident log dated 

12 April 2016 evidences that a call to police was recorded as “attempted theft of quad bike” and 

the specifics of this report have been accurately quoted by Chief Inspector E in the response.   

 

Chief Inspector E correctly explained the balance of probabilities test and how this was applied to 

the available evidence in the circumstances. Accordingly, we are satisfied that Chief Inspector E’s 

response reflects the material information available, is adequately reasoned and he was on 

balance, justified not to uphold the complaint. For these reasons, we are satisfied that this 

complaint was handled to a reasonable standard. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complaint 4 

The applicant complained that Constable B was not impartial and should not have been investigating 

matters as he seen she was friends with Mr A and his family on social media.  

 

The applicant stated that on asking Constable B whether she should be interviewing him, she denied 

that she was friends with Mr A while another officer told him during the interview that “everyone knows 

everyone as we all live in such a rural area.”   

Our Conclusion on Complaint 3 

We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard. 

 

No further action is required in this connection. 
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Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 4 (not upheld by the police) 

In response to this complaint, Chief Inspector E explained that Constable B had stated she was 

professional and impartial throughout the investigation and said she had not denied being friends 

with Mr A or his family via social media but had informed the applicant that this did not impact on 

his interview. Chief Inspector E stated that Constable G who was also present re-iterated that the 

interview would be unaffected.   

 

Chief Inspector E added that Sergeant C, Constable B’s first line supervisor throughout the 

enquiry into the thefts of sheep had informed the enquiry that: he had no reason to doubt that 

Constable B was not impartial, he had no knowledge as to whether Constable B had a connection 

to Mr A or his family, and he found Constable B “honest, trustworthy and unbiased” during the 5 

years she was under his supervision.  

 

Chief Inspector E explained that he was presented with conflicting accounts as to whether 

Constable B was impartial in respect of the enquiry. He stated that he was not in possession of 

anything to support the applicant’s account however Constable B had reasonable grounds to 

interview the applicant as a suspect and issue an RPW based on accounts from independent 

witnesses. Accordingly, Chief Inspector E concluded that on balance, he was unable to uphold the 

complaint. 

 

Our Review of Complaint 4 

Constable B and Sergeant C’s positions with regard to this complaint have been accurately 

reflected in the response. It should be said that while the response makes reference to Constable 

G stating to the applicant that Constable B’s connection to Mr A on social media would not impact 

on the interview, this was taken from Constable B’s account and not from Constable G who has 

since retired. It does not appear that the complaint enquiry sought an account from Constable G in 

respect of this complaint. 

 

Irrespective of the exchange between the applicant and Constable B during the interview, the crux 

of the applicant’s complaint is that Constable B was not impartial during the investigation and 

should not have interviewed the applicant because of her connection to Mr A. The complaint 

enquiry failed to establish whether Constable B ought to have disclosed any connection with Mr A 

during her enquiries to her line managers and whether any such disclosure has been made. The 

final response did not consider or refer to any of the relevant internal protocols or standard 

operating procedures.  

 

We note that other than state that she did not deny that she was friends on social media with Mr A 

and his family, Constable B did not elaborate on the nature of her connection to Mr A or his family 

in her statement. Thus, the complaint enquiry failed to establish the nature of the connection or 

relationship between Mr A and Constable B. We consider this to be a very significant shortcoming 

in the complaint enquiry because without a proper assessment of Constable B’s connection to Mr 

A, it is not possible to determine whether it was appropriate for Constable B to deal with criminal 

investigations where Mr A was the main suspect (i.e. theft of sheep)  and other investigations 

where Mr A was the alleged victim (i.e. attempted theft of quad bike and a Section 38 offence).  
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Furthermore, Chief Inspector E stated that the applicant was “named as responsible by 

independent witnesses, which provided reasonable grounds for you to be interviewed as a suspect 

and issued with an RPW”. As highlighted earlier in this report, the applicant was detained and 

interviewed in relation to an allegation of attempted theft, however at the end of the interview he 

was issued with an RPW in relation to a completely different offence in terms of Section 38 of 

Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010. The RPW can only be issued in certain 

circumstances and where there is a sufficiency of corroborated evidence to charge the suspect. In 

order to determine whether Constable B acted impartially and professionally whilst dealing with the 

applicant, we consider that Chief Inspector E should have assessed whether issuing the applicant 

with a RPW by Constable B was in line with the established procedures and supported by 

corroborated evidence.  

 

Accordingly, for the reasons stated above, we consider that insufficient enquiry has been 

undertaken in relation to this complaint. The final response is inadequately reasoned and did not 

reflect any procedures or protocols which determine how officers should deal with criminal 

investigations involving individuals known to them outside their work. We conclude that this 

complaint was not handled to a reasonable standard.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 4 

We conclude that Police Scotland did not handle this complaint to a reasonable standard.  
Under section 35(7) of the 2006 Act, a reconsideration direction is issued to Police Scotland 
in respect of this complaint.  
 
The reconsideration direction is not subject to the PIRC’s supervision. In terms of section 
37(1) of the Act, Police Scotland must now appoint a person to reconsider this complaint. 
The person appointed must not have had any previous involvement in the consideration of 
the complaint. Police Scotland must adhere to the obligations set out in sections 38 and 40 of 
the Act, as appropriate.  
 

To address the shortcomings identified in the handling of this complaint, Police Scotland 

should: 

 

(a) Obtain a further account from Constable B which specifically addresses the issue raised 

in the applicant’s complaint and make further enquiry as appropriate to determine any 

connection between Constable B and Mr A or his family; 

(b) Assess on the basis of the further enquiries whether it was appropriate for Constable B to 

investigate the allegation against the applicant; 

(c) Assess whether issuing an RPW was justified and supported by the available evidence in 

the circumstances, taking cognisance of our observations; and 

(d) Provide the applicant with a further response which makes clear whether the complaint 

has been upheld or not upheld, clearly setting out the reasons for the decision reached. 
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What happens next 

We have made a recommendation and given a reconsideration direction. We expect these to be 

implemented within two months of the date of this report. We will continue to liaise with Police 

Scotland until we consider that the recommendation and reconsideration direction have been 

implemented. 

 

 

 

Aisha Hussain 

Review Officer 

Ilya Zharov 

Head of Reviews & Policy 


